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A to Z Mysteries: The Jaguar's Jewel
2009-09-09

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look j is for jewel new york is the emerald city dink s uncle s museum there
has a new treasure a golden jaguar statue with an emerald between its paws but someone
swaps the jewel for a fake who stole the jaguar s jewel dink josh and ruth rose are sure to find
out

A to Z Mysteries: The Missing Mummy
2009-09-09

make storytime a little spookier and help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z
dink josh and ruth rose want their mummy it s mummy monday at the museum and the kids get
to see a child mummy in an actual tomb but then someone robs the tomb and steals the
mummy can the three friends unravel the mystery kids love collecting the entire alphabet and
super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition 1: Detective Camp
2009-09-23

z was just the beginning with a to z mysteries super editions chapter book readers keep on
collecting clues and solving mysteries with dink josh and ruth rose now with over 8 million
copies in print this classic kid favorite series is back with a bright new look welcome to
summer camp for detectives the kids can t wait to spend a week following clues and learning
about the science of crime solving soon all the campers are working on a mystery but while
dink josh and ruth rose are figuring out their part of the puzzle they stumble onto something
suspicious could a real crime be happening at detective camp look for hidden messages inside
a to z mysteries super editions

A to Z Mysteries: The X'ed-Out X-Ray
2009-09-02

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look x is for x ray x marks the spot when the kids go to a concert dink injures
his arm at the same time the singer s diamond necklace is stolen are the two mishaps
connected and could dink s x ray have the answers it s up to dink josh and ruth rose to examine
the evidence

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #13: Crime in the Crypt
2021-07-06

dink josh and ruth rose catch a crypt criminal in the thirteenth a to z mysteries super edition
dink josh and ruth rose are headed to the big apple they plan to spend time with ruth rose s
grandmother in brooklyn but their plans are foiled when a famous vase is stolen from the
greenwood cemetery and all evidence points to ruth rose s grandmother as the culprit is she
really a criminal it s up to dink josh and ruth rose to clear her name help dink josh and ruth
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rose solve mysteries from a to z from the absent author to the zombie zone there s a mystery
for every letter of the alphabet plus super editions with even more a to z fun and don t miss ron
roy s series for younger readers calendar mysteries

A to Z Mysteries: The Orange Outlaw
2009-07-08

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look o is for orange an art thief is on the loose dink josh and ruth rose are
visiting dink s uncle warren in new york city when a painting is stolen from his apartment a
trail of orange peels and an orange hair are the only clues can the kids catch this crafty and
hungry crook

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #14: Leopard on the
Loose
2022-03-15

there s something dangerous on the prowl at the san diego zoo in this latest addition to the
beloved a to z mysteries super editions can you spot the mystery dink josh and ruth rose are
visiting the san diego zoo when a rare amur leopard goes missing everyone is a suspect can
these expert clue hunters find out how the leopard got loose help dink josh and ruth rose solve
mysteries from a to z from the absent author to the zombie zone there s a mystery for every
letter of the alphabet plus super editions with even more a to z fun and don t miss ron roy s
series for younger readers calendar mysteries

A to Z Mysteries: The Ninth Nugget
2009-09-09

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look n is for nugget howdy from montana pardners dink josh and ruth rose
are spending a week at a dude ranch when they pan for gold josh finds a huge nugget but gold
fever has struck and soon the nugget is stolen it s up to the kids to round up the thief

A to Z Mysteries: The Kidnapped King
2009-09-09

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look k is for kidnapped the king and queen of costra have been kidnapped for
his own safety prince sammi comes to green lawn to hide out at dink s house but then sammi is
captured too who kidnapped the king and his family it s a royal mystery for dink josh and ruth
rose

A to Z Mysteries: The Absent Author
1997-09-23
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help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look a is for author a famous writer is coming to green lawn dink rushes to
the bookstore to meet his favorite author wallis wallace and get all his books signed but the
author never shows up where is wallis wallace it s up to dink and his friends josh and ruth rose
to track him down

A to Z Mysteries: The Bald Bandit
2009-09-09

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look b is for bandit there s a bank robber in green lawn a red haired kid took
a video of the crime but nobody can find him without the video will the robber go free dink josh
and ruth rose must track down that kid before the bandit does

A to Z Mysteries: The Zombie Zone
2009-09-02

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z in this chapter book that s perfect for
halloween kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions with over 8 million copies
in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading
for years now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new look z is for zombie there s a
zombie on the loose when dink josh and ruth rose visit the louisiana bayous they meet a village
with one spooky problem locals say a silver haired zombie is digging up graves in the cemetery
are the stories real dink josh and ruth rose will unearth the truth

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #9: April Fools' Fiasco
2017-02-28

celebrate 20 years of a to z mysteries no foolin it s the first of april in green lawn mr paskey
owner of the book nook plays an april fools day prank on dink josh and ruth rose they hatch a
plan to get back at him but then the bookstore is robbed no joke can the kids track down the
crook or will this april fools be an april fail the alphabet may be over but the mysteries
continue in this ninth a to z mysteries super edition featuring a 26 letter secret message hidden
in the illustrations

A to Z Mysteries: The Invisible Island
2009-09-16

while picnicking on squaw island dink josh and ruth rose find a hundred dollar bill and when
they return to explore further they find an entire cave full of money

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition 2: Mayflower Treasure
Hunt
2009-07-01

visit plymouth rock with the a to z mysteries gang the hunt is on dink josh and ruth rose are
spending thanksgiving in plymouth massachusetts they can t wait to see the sights and have a
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thanksgiving dinner just like the pilgrims would have eaten then the kids learn about a
sapphire necklace that went missing on the real mayflower could the 400 year old treasure be
hidden somewhere nearby and will someone else find it before they do with a to z mysteries
super editions chapter book readers can keep on collecting clues and solving mysteries with
dink josh and ruth rose now with over 8 million copies in print this classic kid favorite series is
back with a bright new look and hidden messages

A to Z Mysteries: The Empty Envelope
2009-09-09

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look e is for envelope who is sending letters to dink all week long dink has
been getting strange mail the envelopes are addressed to d duncan but the letters inside are
for someone named doris plus one envelope is empty could it be a secret code and can dink
josh and ruth rose crack it

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition 3: White House White-Out
2010-03-24

z was just the beginning with a to z mysteries super editions chapter book readers keep on
collecting clues and solving mysteries with dink josh and ruth rose now with over 8 million
copies in print this classic kid favorite series is back with a bright new look it s winter in
washington d c dink josh and ruth rose are visiting the white house in snowy december when
they meet the president s stepdaughter kc and her friend marshall but in the confusion caused
by all the people decorating the white house for christmas the president s dog goes missing all
five kids set out to find her but it s not going to be easy it s getting dark and a monster
snowstorm is on the way will they find the presidential pooch in time look for hidden messages
inside a to z mysteries super editions

A to Z Mysteries: The School Skeleton
2003-01-28

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look s is for skeleton it s a bona fide mystery at dink s school someone has
stolen mr bones the skeleton from the nurse s office soon mysterious clues start showing up all
over the school dink josh and ruth rose must follow the clues and put those old bones to rest

A to Z Mysteries Collection
2003

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z in this chapter book that s perfect for
halloween kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions with over 8 million copies
in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading
for years now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new look z is for zombie there s a
zombie on the loose when dink josh and ruth rose visit the louisiana bayous they meet a village
with one spooky problem locals say a silver haired zombie is digging up graves in the cemetery
are the stories real dink josh and ruth rose will unearth the truth
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A to Z Mysteries: The Zombie Zone
2005-04-26

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look d is for dungeon get ready for a sleepover in a castle soon after the kids
arrive at moose manor in maine they hear strange sounds behind the walls does this castle
have a hidden dungeon and could it be haunted dink josh and ruth rose are dying to find out

A to Z Mysteries: The Deadly Dungeon
1998-03-03

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z in this chapter book that s perfect for
halloween kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions with over 8 million copies
in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading
for years now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new look v is for vampire grab your
garlic when the kids follow a mysterious pale and dark haired stranger into ellie s diner he
suddenly vanishes then they see a cut on ellie s neck could it be a vampire bite and will dink
josh and ruth rose be his next victims

A to Z Mysteries: The Vampire's Vacation
2009-07-29

dink josh and ruth rose get to the bottom of the grand canyon and a mystery in the eleventh a
to z mysteries super edition dink josh and ruth rose are visiting the grand canyon when they
spot parker stone a famous tv star they can t wait to get his autograph but before they can
parker is kidnapped only a few clues and his pet parrot are left behind it s up to dink josh and
ruth rose to find parker before it s too late help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a
to z from the absent author to the zombie zone there s a mystery for every letter of the
alphabet plus super editions with even more a to z fun and don t miss ron roy s series for
younger readers calendar mysteries

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #11: Grand Canyon Grab
2019-03-05

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look q is for quicksand quack quack ducks crossing green lawn is raising
funds for a special bridge to keep ducks safe when they cross river road but then the money is
stolen dink josh and ruth rose are on a quest to get it back not even quicksand can stop them

A to Z Mysteries: The Quicksand Question
2009-07-08

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look l is for lucky lucky o leary has never been lucky until his grandfather
sends him a winning lottery ticket but before lucky can collect the cash someone steals the
ticket has lucky s luck run out for good dink josh and ruth rose take a chance on this unlucky
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mystery

A to Z Mysteries: The Lucky Lottery
2009-07-22

dink josh and ruth rose tackle an out of this world mystery in the twelfth a to z mysteries super
edition mystery takes off in 3 2 1 dink josh and ruth rose are in florida visiting a space museum
alice s space shuttle there they get to check out cool nasa gear but someone is sneaking around
alice s house and not because they want a tour they want alice s property why only dink josh
and ruth rose can solve this jupiter size mystery help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries
from a to z from the absent author to the zombie zone there s a mystery for every letter of the
alphabet plus super editions with even more a to z fun and don t miss ron roy s series for
younger readers calendar mysteries

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #12: Space Shuttle Scam
2020-03-03

z was just the beginning with a to z mysteries super editions chapter book readers keep on
collecting clues and solving mysteries with dink josh and ruth rose now with over 8 million
copies in print this classic kid favorite series is back with a bright new look look out london
dink josh and ruth rose are thrilled to see big ben ride the london eye and tour madame
tussauds wax museum then big news hits someone has stolen queen elizabeth s jewels right
outside windsor castle the friends head to the castle to check for clues but can three kids from
green lawn find evidence that scotland yard has missed look for hidden messages inside a to z
mysteries super editions

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #6: The Castle Crime
2014-01-28

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look u is for umpire play ball while the whole town of green lawn is watching
the women take on the men in a charity baseball game mr pocket s prized baseball collection is
stolen the police suspect the umpire of foul play can dink josh and ruth rose prove his
innocence or will they strike out

A to Z Mysteries: The Unwilling Umpire
2004-02-24

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look w is for wolf where could those wolves be when the kids visit the maine
wilderness they spot a white mother wolf and her babies on a cliff but soon after that the pups
are stolen can dink josh and ruth rose sniff out the culprits

A to Z Mysteries: The White Wolf
2004-11-23

it s valentine s day in green lawn but dink josh and ruth rose just aren t feeling the love this
year valentine s day was so much more fun when they were little then they each start getting
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messages and clues from a secret admirer can the kids figure out who wants to be their
valentine the alphabet may be over but the mysteries continue in this eighth a to z mysteries
super edition featuring a 26 letter secret message hidden in the illustrations

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #8: Secret Admirer
2015-12-22

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look y is for yacht there s trouble in paradise the kids are having a great time
swimming snorkeling and soaking up the sun in costra but the fun is cut short when there s a
robbery on the island is the heist connected to a mysterious yacht docked nearby it s up to dink
josh and ruth rose to find out

A to Z Mysteries: The Yellow Yacht
2005-03-22

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z there s a ghost in green lawn strange
sounds and even stranger sights are terrifying guests at the shangri la hotel more and more
people are being scared away will green lawn turn into a ghost town or can dink josh and ruth
rose stop this spook kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions with over 8
million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking chapter book readers on
mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new look

A to Z Mysteries: The Haunted Hotel
2009-09-30

stepping stone book a to z mysteries series 15

The Orange Outlaw
2001-10

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look g is for gold there s sunken treasure off the florida coast on the day
after they arrive for vacation dink josh and ruth rose meet two men who are diving for gold
from their boat the golden goose they promise to share with anyone who backs their plan is it
too good to be true

A to Z Mysteries: The Goose's Gold
1998-12-29

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look p is for panda there s panda monium in green lawn the town is building
a new park for a panda and her baby but soon the baby is panda napped for a million dollar
ransom can dink josh and ruth rose solve the puzzle before green lawn has to pay up
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A to Z Mysteries: The Panda Puzzle
2002-02-26

４回泣ける と評判 とある街の とある喫茶店の とある座席には不思議な都市伝説があった その席に座ると 望んだとおりの時間に戻れるという ただし そこにはめんどくさい 非
常にめんどくさいルールがあった １ 過去に戻っても この喫茶店を訪れた事のない者には会う事はできない ２ 過去に戻って どんな努力をしても 現実は変わらない ３ 過去に戻
れる席には先客がいる その席に座れるのは その先客が席を立った時だけ ４ 過去に戻っても 席を立って移動する事はできない ５ 過去に戻れるのは コーヒーをカップに注いでか
ら そのコーヒーが冷めてしまうまでの間だけ めんどくさいルールはこれだけではない それにもかかわらず 今日も都市伝説の噂を聞いた客がこの喫茶店を訪れる 喫茶店の名は フ
ニクリフニクラ あなたなら これだけのルールを聞かされて それでも過去に戻りたいと思いますか この物語は そんな不思議な喫茶店で起こった 心温まる四つの奇跡 第１話 恋人
結婚を考えていた彼氏と別れた女の話 第２話 夫婦 記憶が消えていく男と看護師の話 第３話 姉妹 家出した姉とよく食べる妹の話 第４話 親子 この喫茶店で働く妊婦の話 あの日
に戻れたら あなたは誰に会いに行きますか

コーヒーが冷めないうちに
2015-12-06

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look c is for canary green lawn has a pet problem dink s neighbor can t find
her canary ruth rose s cat tiger has also disappeared then the kids hear about two more
missing critters is there a pet napper in town dink josh and ruth rose are on the case

A to Z Mysteries: The Canary Caper
1998-03-03

k is for kidnapped someone has kidnapped the king and queen of socotra for safety s sake their
son is staying with dink until they are safe but then the prince is kidnapped too can dink josh
and ruth rose unmask the royals enemies before it s too late or is the royal family of socotra
gone forever

The Kidnapped King
2000

help dink josh and ruth rose solve mysteries from a to z kids love collecting the entire alphabet
and super editions with over 8 million copies in print the a to z mysteries have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years now this classic kid favorite is back
with a bright new look t is for t rex it s the biggest mystery yet the kids friend jud brings a
surprise to green lawn a giant talking moving t rex statue this touring t rex will help raise
funds for a dinosaur museum but after the show jud s money disappears can dink josh and ruth
rose track down the cash and solve this prehistoric pickle

A to Z Mysteries: The Talking T. Rex
2003-06-24

a is for author has dink s favorite author been kidnapped b is for bandit can dink josh and ruth
rose track down a bank robber c is for canary dink s neighbor s canary and lots of other pets in
green lawn have disappeared d is for dungeon can the kids uncover the secret of the haunted
castle

A to Z Mysteries Collection
2010
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